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Subject: Lack of indication of country of origin for products entering the EU from third countries 

The codecision procedure on the indication of country of origin for products imported from third 
countries has reached deadlock. Since the Commission withdrew a proposal for a regulation in 2011, 
no new text has been submitted in spite of reminders from the European Parliament, most recently in 
the resolution adopted on 17 January 2013. In fact the proposal for a regulation has never obtained 
the Council’s approval. And yet the indication of country of origin would make it possible not just to 
combat social and environmental dumping more effectively but also to ensure that consumers are 
given transparent information enabling them to make an informed decision when purchasing goods. At 
a time when our fellow-Europeans are becoming aware of the effects their consumption has on jobs 
and the environment, improving the traceability of consumer goods would promote the consumption of 
‘local’ products and give a boost to our businesses. Finally, high-quality information is one of the 
cornerstones of citizens’ freedom and consumer protection, and is supposed to be guaranteed by 
Articles 4, 12 and 169 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 

1. Why is the Commission not taking urgent interim measures to combat labelling that seeks to pull 
the wool over the consumer’s eyes? For example, why does the Commission not prohibit labelling 
that states ‘Made in PRC’ (People’s Republic of China) instead of ‘Made in China’? 

2. If the new proposal for a regulation is rejected by the Council, could the Commission not grant 
some discretion to the Member States, on the basis of Articles 4 and 169(4) TFEU, to tighten 
their consumer protection legislation by requiring better indications of origin for products imported 
into the EU from third countries? 
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